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AN OASIS
OF CALM
RELAX IN TRUE SPA STYLE
WITH BEAUTIFUL BATHS
AND SLEEK ACCESSORIES.
COMPILED BY LAUREN BROOMHAM
It's easy to soak away your cares thanks to this
stylish Blaque freestanding bath from Masters
Home Improvement, $499 while stocks last.
Paired with the sleek Brewers floor mounted bath
mixer pillar, $299, its acrylic design and rectangular
shape makes for a practical yet modern look.
Simply add some cosy towels and a sparkling
chandelier for the perfect finishing touch!

TOP TAPS
NEO CLASSIC
Reflecting the trend towards
softer lines and lower water
usage, German tapware
specialist Kludi have introduced
their newest arrival, the Logo
Neo. With its flat spout,
precise edges and clever
eco-aerator that delivers 40
per cent water savings over
conventional basin mixers,
it combines functionality
and aesthetics in a wellproportioned design. It's
available exclusively from
Tradelink stores nationally
with the 5 star WELS basin
mixer retailing for $199.

STILL LIFE
With their texturai took,
timber ana stone have
become staples for
bathroom finishes,
and Kohler's Stillness
collection of tapware
and bathroom
accessories are a great
match for this trend
Simple and understated,
;he range includes this
contemporary hobmounted basin set with
a 4 star WELS rating - it
retails for $627 nationally
from Tradelink stores
and Mico Design, or
at Northern's in
South Australia.

Wren 3 light large pendant in
bronze, $199 at Beacon Lighting.

Sheridan's
Mariel towels in
Aegean, White
and Smoke,
$49.95 for a
queen towel.

EUROPEAN UNION
Located in Alzo, Italy, Nicolazzi has been producing traditional
tapware for over 50 years and this Adore chrome basin set has
all the character and beauty you would expect of European
design. Mixing classic lines with the highest quality, it offers an
impressive 4 star WELS rating, using just seven litres of water
per minute and retails for $743 at Reece.
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BATHROOM COLLECTIONS

Its easy to get back to nature with the new ecosensitive NEST range from apaiser. The latest addition
to their collection of luxury stone bathware, the bath,
countertop and freestanding basins have been
carefully designed to evoke the idea of a bird's nest.
Designed in Melbourne, the hand-etched process
generates a smooth, textured surface for a tranquil
bathroom sanctuary. Available in a selection of custom
finishes, the bath retails from $7995, freestanding
basin from $2395 and countertop basin from $995.

GO FOR GLAM
An ornate mirror is the ideal complement to
a stunning bath, especially when it's teamed
with the right tapware. The latest release
from Kohler, Oblo is a collection of
coordinated taps for the basin, bath and
shower that blends elegant curves with a
distinctive obloid profile to create a sense of
luxury and indulgence. It's available nationally
from Tradelink stores and Mico Design with
the hob-mount bath set priced at $776.

Milli Axon floor mounted bath mixer in
black and chrome, $1999 at Reece.
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HOTEL STYLE
Bring a luxurious fee to any bathroom with
the beautiful Kado An: freestanding bath
from Reece. $1498 Fhe gentle curves o! the
raised Dack rest are designed to offer a truly
comfortable bathing experience, while the
contemporary shape reflects the style ana
sophisticatio

Canningvale Pebbles
decorator mats, S29.95 eac

Victoria + Albert Tombolo bath
rack, $545 through local
distribution partners Luxe by
Design and GRO Agencies.

SPACE SAVER
A great storage solution for the
stylish bathroom, the Rexa Unico
Egg bath is new to Paco Jaanson
and aims to make this space more
usable. Made in Italy from
Korakril™, its spa-like design is
suitable for modern or traditional
bathrooms with different incline
grades on the two sides providing
comfort both seated and lying
down, while an integrated shelf
conveniently holds books and
bathing products.

